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St. Ignatius of Loyola provides a good framework and insight for discernment of spirits and of God’s will.  While the original 
article addresses both topics, this summary will focus on the first — Discernment of spirits.  “Test everything; retain what is 
good. Refrain from every kind of evil.” — I Thessalonians 15:21-22 

While serving as a soldier, the young St Ignatius received a leg wound in battle, and returned home to recover from the 
injury.  It was during this time of recovery at Loyola that Ignatius’ conversion began, as he read a book on the life of Christ 
and another on the lives of the Saints. After reading the books, Ignatius noticed a pattern of joyful feelings he experienced, 
both as he thought about the life of Christ & the lives of the saints, & afterwards. He noticed that while worldly thoughts 
brought immediate pleasure, this pleasure was fleeting. This key insight became a point of entry into a new life: the path of 
sainthood as he had powerful spiritual experiences, was educated, & formed the Society of Jesus (the Jesuit Order) which 
made a profound impact on the Church & the world, through its missionary evangelization, education, & spiritual direction. 

Jesuit spiritual direction is greatly influenced by the principles of Ignatian spirituality & discernment, as found in his great 
work The Spiritual Exercises & elsewhere. These principles of spirituality & discernment are based on core principles:  
1) Humans are created for an end, & we are to dedicate ourselves wholeheartedly to the pursuit of that end (God);  
2) The pursuit of this end involves a fundamental choice for Jesus Christ & His Kingdom, & against Satan;  
3) Our spiritual lives are influenced & affected by various forces and “movements”;   
4) Through prayer, careful examination, & with the help of qualified spiritual direction, it is possible to recognize these 
forces & movements, sort them out & understand them, & to come to know God’s will regarding particular choices we face. 

Ignatian discernment includes 2 distinct stages: 1) discernment of spirits — a necessary preparation for 2) discernment of 
God’s will. In the discernment of spirits, a disciple of Jesus strives to recognize the movements at work in their life, origins 
of those movements, and the direction in which they propose to move the individual. These movements can be internal or 
external, good, evil, or indifferent, physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual. Half the battle of discernment of spirits 
is simply acknowledging all of the different movements taking place & forces at work in our lives at any given moment! 

For one who has made the choice for Christ, & is growing or maturing in the spiritual life, there are times of consolation & 
desolation. There is a distinction between spiritual & non-spiritual consolation & desolation. Non-spiritual consolation & 
desolation occur as the result of non-spiritual causes. On the other hand, spiritual consolation and desolation refer to basic 
states of one’s spiritual life in which a person either experiences God in a richly-felt, close way or as remote & oneself as 
desolate, dry, or ill-at-ease. We should know how to act during both times, but one rule that applies to both is that when we 
experience one we ought to be mindful of the other. In a time of consolation, we should spend some time preparing for 
desolation, & in a time of desolation, we should remember former times of consolation and put our hope in God. 

As a person begins discernment of spirits, it is important that he identifies in prayer what basic state he is in: consolation or 
desolation. By knowing this, he is better able to identify the movements in his soul & their sources. 2 of the most important 
kinds of movements have as their sources the “good spirit” or the “evil spirit.” While these terms sometimes represent 
broader categories of forces at work, they can also specifically indicate the work of the Holy Spirit or an evil spirit. 

For the person who is maturing & growing closer to Christ, the work of the good spirit is strengthening & encouraging, 
giving peace, comfort, joy, & delight, & sustaining growth. The evil spirit discourages, proposes problems with the positive 
course of one’s life, stirs disquiet & anxiety, as well as sadness for things left behind when one follows Jesus, & generally 
prompts turmoil & the temptation to turn away from Jesus & to something else. If a person was basically moving deeper 
into a life of sin & further away from Christ, the effects wrought by the work of these spirits would be reversed, with the evil 
spirit acting as a cheerleader & the good spirit stinging the conscience & prompting repentance & conversion in the sinner. 

How do we deal with consolation and desolation? We probably need less help dealing with consolation, but it is important 
to be judicious in evaluating consolation. To begin, we should try to find out whether there is a previous cause to the 
consolation. If we find a cause, we should determine whether that cause is the good spirit or the evil spirit, who at times will 
disguise himself as an angel of light. The evil spirit puts on a good disguise, & can be very persuasive, but he has certain 
qualities that give him away. The evil spirit is noisy and disturbing. The “fruits” of the evil spirit’s suggestions will be evil, 
even if he is able to make them appear good at certain times. And the evil spirit will pull one away from Jesus by any 
means necessary. The good spirit, on the other hand, is gentle, produces good fruit in us, and draws us closer to Jesus. 

In times of desolation, we should be patient & persevere in faith. We respond to desolation by means of increased prayer, 
meditation, penance, and works of charity. Celebrating the sacraments faithfully is important, but is especially important 
during times of desolation, because they provide a sure and certain experience of Jesus Christ & His saving grace. Finally, 
it is good to try & identify the cause of desolation: it can occur when our faith has grown weak, but those with very strong 
faith can also experience desolation. In the former case, we might be able to make adjustments to bolster our faith life. In 
the latter case, God may be allowing our experience of desolation in order to purify our love for Him & unite us more 
closely to Jesus, who suffered for us & invites us to join Him on the way of the cross that leads to resurrection & glory.
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